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Technology is transforming the energy
sector, from pipeline and home
thermostat sensors, to data analytics
and mobile computing, to blockchain for
commodity and product transactions.
Innovation offers energy companies
the promise of growth and competitive
advantage, in addition to greater
efficiency. And along with these exciting
new technologies come new risks.
As technology continues to change the sector, companies
must shift their IT risk management (ITRM) practices along
with it.
Participants at KPMG’s Energy ITRM Share Forum gathered
to discuss the need for sustainable and agile ITRM practices
to support technology innovation and disruption. The daylong event brought together a cross-industry peer group
of oil and gas, power and utilities, and energy services
companies for information sharing and networking.
During the discussion, it was clear that ITRM’s responsibility
can expand beyond control and compliance, to pushing
innovation forward for the company and for the ITRM
function itself. With a seat at the table and an active role in
emerging technology programs, ITRM professionals have an
opportunity to effect real change in their industry.
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Turning the lights on:
Opportunities for ITRM
in the energy industry
As share forum participants reviewed current
challenges and opportunities in their ITRM roles,
they discussed the following key themes and
suggestions for handling disruptive forces and
technology innovation in the industry.
Operating in a dynamic sector
Forum participants addressed technology investment in ITRM against the
backdrop of a continually changing industry landscape. Oil and gas companies
have accepted the reality of lower-for-longer (or forever) oil prices, while utilities
continue to find ways to fund improvements in their facilities under existing
rate regimes.

“The best risk
management policy
may be to turn
everything off. But you
don’t make any money
doing that. There must
be a balance.”
—ITRM Share Forum
participant

Energy company managements’ focus on enabling change through technology
as well as creating efficiencies reinforces the need for an effective ITRM
framework that balances innovation with risk and control, deriving the greatest
value from available resources.
Managing IT risk through energy business cycles
Of course, IT risk must be managed proactively through the industry’s cycles,
economic ups and downs, and shifts in investment priority around business
transformation and other company programs.
Investments in ITRM should anticipate a down market, yet still take into account
that innovation enables business stability and growth in both good times and
bad. In fact, insufficient investment in ITRM may stall recovery in a company
altogether, affecting performance once business conditions improve.

Limited resources or budget for ITRM
presents the biggest challenge in pursuing
and executing value-added activities.*

*
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Comments reflect ITRM Share Forum participant feedback in August 2017.
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CIOs weigh in on the role of ITRM in the technology evolution
Energy sector boards place a much greater
emphasis than other industries on looking
for IT to address:

75%
62%

67%
54%

Increasing
operational
efficiencies

Saving costs

53%
42%
Enabling
business change
Energy sector

31%

In the works

Enterprise-wide

58

%

%

Better tools for
sophisticated
analysis

Increased
efficiency

34%

Within business
units

Other industries

58

%

16%

Technology has the greatest impact
on ITRM

Most cited benefits of technology
include:

59

Energy companies with a clear digital
business vision and strategy

Three out of four risk consultants rank
risk management as on par or behind
in technology with its clients and other
industries.

CIOs say technology and
innovation greatly
impact ITRM

CIOs say “Risk management
needs to better embrace
technology”

75

%

How Risk Management will transform

53

%

say

Data & analytics (D&A)

Key challenges to enhancing the role
of ITRM

is transforming how risk
assessments are conducted,
enhancing audit quality and
effectiveness

66

%

Culture

59

%

Regulatory
environment

Source: 2017 Harvey Nash/KPMG CIO Survey
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What is your company’s ITRM situation today
and what do you need tomorrow?

Stable

Optimal

Growth

Competitive advantage,
high innovation

Company situation

Scaling
operations,
moderate
innovation

Decline

ITRM as “adviser” to
innovation: cost-effective and
scalable mitigation strategies

ITRM cuts: worsening IT
risk profile (known and
unknown)
Stable operations,
minimal innovation
IT risk landscape
understanding: basic risk
register, framework,
methods, etc.

Return of ITRM “adviser”: invest in
ITRM optimization (automation,
predictive analysis, ERM integration,
reporting)
ITRM reestablished:
investments in process and skills

Restabilized
operations, cautious
innovation
Rationalized
operations, essential
innovation only

Operational “bottom,”
no innovation

Time
ITRM scope increases:
improvement in risk awareness
and IT risk mitigation coverage

ITRM “as needed”: orphaning risk
domains, substantial increases in
“unknown unknowns”

Indicative ITRM strengths
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“Normal” operations,
strategic innovation

Sliding operations curbed
innovation

Stable

New “Normal”

Volatility
(recovering
markets and
commodity
prices)

Volatility
(declining
markets and
commodity
prices)

Baseline IT risk
mitigation strategies:
impact measurement
and reporting

Distress

Recovery
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Indicative ITRM weaknesses

Target minimum ITRM
capability for most companies
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Plugging into ITRM practices for energy
New technology is a key staple in the continuing success of energy
companies, from the field to the back office. Utilities and oil and gas producers
are embracing innovation to solve business problems. These technology
disruptors, as well as the agile methods required for innovating new solutions,
are impacting ITRM practices and skills needs. It’s also clear that IT risk
management extends well beyond cyber risk; nearly half of IT issues are not
cyber-related at all.*
Forum participants agreed that ITRM itself will benefit from new technologies,
leveraging new tools such as automation and data analytics to increase
efficiencies and provide greater visibility into the business for better, more
informed, and more timely decision making.
With the prevalence and speed of emerging technologies, companies need
more advanced risk governance and management capabilities. Companies
must recognize, embrace, and manage the risks accompanying emerging
technologies and in turn design and implement ITRM practices that are smart,
effective, and agile.

“There are lots of
other risks besides
cybersecurity.”

Appropriate ITRM practices minimize the impact
of emerging technologies

—ITRM Share Forum
participant

4 out of 5
consumers prefer to
communicate with a
company digitally

Robotics (e.g.,
autonomous vehicles,
drones, repeatable
practices)

Big data
still difficult
to harness

IoT growth
trends
Agile
practices

Blockchain
technology
Cloud platform
demand and
migration
Growth of mobile
workforce

Emerging
technologies
continue to
change and
enhance the
modern company

*
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These changes
pose a negative
impact if they
are not risk
informed/
managed

Technology risk radar; Third edition, KPMG
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In response to IT risks from disruptive
technologies, the same number of energy ITRM
forum participants said their organizations
would initiate contracts with IT risk services
firms as would take no action at all.

Integrating
with the
business and
other risk
management
functions, ITRM
balances control
with value
outcomes

Operational inefficiency
Security exposure
Reputational damage
Increased cost
Reduced shareholder value
Deteriorating culture
Reduced stakeholder confidence
Talent/Skills deficiencies
Litigation
Fines and imprisonment

ITRM

ITRM operations
proactively
identify and
manage
associated risks

Processes

People

Technology
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Risks can impact
the entire
organization
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Driving impact
through your
ITRM framework
A mature ITRM organization is better positioned
to prioritize activity, innovate, and support change,
creating greater value for and alignment with
company stakeholders.
However, energy companies can struggle to establish and sustain ITRM
programs in a dynamic business and risk landscape. With common challenges
in mind, the following is a path to tailoring and embedding an ITRM framework
that works for each organization.
Understand ITRM drivers and life cycle
Multiple drivers impact ITRM program maturity. Regulators, competitors,
and shareholders are some of the external influencers, while internal factors
include IT vision and enterprise strategy; emphasis on innovation, risk and
compliance, and other aspects of the company culture; existing skills and
knowledge; as well as available ITRM budgets.
Additionally, the ITRM life cycle is an ongoing process, not a set of tasks to
check off. Successful ITRM programs integrate the four components of the
life cycle (see ITRM life cycle diagram, right), adjusting over time according to
individual company strategy and risk appetite.

Typical ITRM maturity goals

Prioritized ITRM program
design, operation, and
improvement needs

Enhanced IT strategy,
operations, and
innovation integration

Leveraging IT risk analytics as
a complement to operations
management

Stakeholder alignment
and commitment to ITRM
value benefits

Most forum participants described their
company’s ITRM function as reactive, or more
audit- and compliance-focused, rather than
having enterprise-wide management and
awareness, identifying risks before impact, or
providing value.
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ITRM lifecycle

5

4

Optimize
risk

Identify risk

1

ITRM strategy
and operations

3
1
4

2

Manage risk

Mitigate risk

How do we build and operate the
capabilities to manage an evolving
technology risk landscape?

2

How are we protecting
the company against
these risks?

How do we improve our
effectiveness and efficiency
throughout the risk life cycle?

5

How do we identify
the key risks?
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How effective is our
response to risks?
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Collaborate across the three lines of defense
No one stakeholder owns, or should own, the entire ITRM life cycle.
Integrate ITRM across the three lines of defense:

“We have found that
early engagement
works really well.
If the business is
coming to you and
having a collaborative
discussion, identifying
controls and risks
upfront before
embarking on a new
product produces
a better end result
than going out and
diving into a lot of
technologies.”
— ITRM Share Forum
Participant

10 Managing agility and disruption in the energy industry

(1) The company’s core business processes and IT
(2) Risk committees at various enterprise and functional levels
(3) The company’s internal audit department, which provides assurance that
lines of defense one and two indeed mitigate risks to acceptable levels.
By creating partnerships and sharing risk responsibilities across the
organization, ITRM can overcome the typical challenges of fragmented
knowledge and skills, lack of transparency, and delayed decision making.
When the risk culture is healthy and internal relationships are strong, the
organization performs continual risk assessment, handles changes in business
and technology, has a clear process for deciding acceptable risk levels, and
tailors risk monitoring and reporting processes to the audience.

Collaboration between the three lines doesn’t
happen in a linear fashion, so the stakeholders
must come together on three points:

1
2
3

Closer alignment of risk understanding among
the three lines

Increased transparency and timeliness in riskinformed decision making

Viewing ITRM as enhancing the business
processes and technologies, rather
than creating drag
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ITRM is a three-lines-of-defense activity
Mitigate
(CIO, CISO, IT Compliance,
IT Risk)

Identify
(CIO, CISO, ERM, Business,
IT Risk, Internal Audit)

BCDR

Data
management

Application and
infrastructure
management
IT and
Information
Security

IT asset
management

IT governance
Program and
project
management

IT innovation
Third party
management

Regulatory
compliance

IT strategy
and business
integration

IT resource
management

ILLUSTRATIVE
Optimize
(CIO, CISO, IT Risk, IT Compliance,
Internal Audit as adviser)

Manage
(CIO, CISO, IT Risk)

... and the ITRM maturity journey can unlock company value
The road from concept to enterprise-wide capability
embedded in day-to-day operations and culture

Run and improve
ITRM

Implement ITRM
framework—people,
change, and awareness

Define ITRM KRIs and
KPIs; Identify risks;
develop tools, templates
ITRM strategy design

ITRM Baseline and
Foundations
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Meaningful
metrics
Increasingly, organizations across industries
use key risk indicators (KRIs) to analyze IT risk,
enabling timely reporting, effective prioritization,
and appropriate decisive action. Not all KRIs are
created equal, nor should they be.
Establish risk appetite
Organizations across all sectors including energy are facing increasing demand
from management, regulators, investors, and auditors to better define their
risk appetite. Regardless of external pressures, measuring all risk is an
inefficient use of resources, fails to pinpoint priorities, and hinders decision
making. By establishing a well-defined risk appetite, companies pursue their
strategic objectives while staying within the relevant risk thresholds that can be
measured via KRIs.
Further, while maintaining key relationships and partnerships across the
organization—taking into consideration diverse perspectives in the design
of a technology solution—ITRM helps companies better assess and agree
how much risk they are willing to take. Risk appetite is then directly aligned
to organizational goals and establishes the boundaries around which
decisions are made.

12 Managing agility and disruption in the energy industry

“Everyone has a
different perception
of the company’s risk
appetite. Without
taking on risk, the
company is not going
to grow. ”
—ITRM Share Forum
participant
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In general, good KRIs should achieve the following:
1

Provide an efficient means to monitoring IT risks that align
to the company’s risk appetite on an ongoing basis

2

Assist in monitoring the key risks to achieving company or
organizational goals (not just technology goals)

3

Use intelligence to interpret measurements and support
high-impact decision making

4

Stay abreast of priorities based on changes to business and
organizational goals

5

Support a focus on spending smart and prioritized dedication
of company resources to risk management
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However, what “good” looks like for KRIs is specific to each organization. In
addition to aligning with risk appetite (business and IT), KRIs should extend to
third parties forming part of the extended enterprise.
Best practices call for the involvement of those stakeholders in the KRI
definition and refresh processes (due to changing risk appetite), consistent
communications, and regular IT executive meetings.

“What does ‘good’
look like? It’s about
having the right
data sources, the
right information,
and understanding
the probabilities
more thoroughly
(for improved line-ofdefense integration)
when the second and
third lines of defense
are engaged. For the
second line, it’s about
how involved we are.”

A primary design element in defining and
managing KRIs involves understanding
enterprise goals and projects. Key IT and
business stakeholders who understand the
value of KRIs are equally important.

Make risk (KRIs) and performance (KPIs) measurements work in concert
While IT KRIs align with the company’s risk appetite, IT KPIs set and monitor
IT operational performance thresholds. Companies can find efficiency through
the leverage of existing KPI information flows for familiarity, simplicity, and
efficiency when determining their IT risk situation through KRIs.

Are you leaving value on the table?
KRIs help companies answer important questions, such as:

—ITRM Share Forum
participant

14 Managing agility and disruption in the energy industry

1
2
3
4
5

Are you well positioned to implement and harness
the benefits of technology disruptors?
Are your IT investments providing in the returns
(including tax) needed by the business?
Could you have prevented the last breach/lawsuit/
reputational damage to the company?
Do you use ITRM as an enabler or a stop-gap?
Are you taking it beyond compliance?
Are your teams knowledgeable and equipped to
engage on and manage IT risk?
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KRIs and KPIs working in concert to provide timely intel and drive action

IT
subprocesses

IT risk
categories

IT
processes

IT
controls

IT Operations

IT
operations
results

KPIs

ITRM
IT risks

KRIs
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Power of information:
Automated risk
reporting
With automation, ITRM can deliver more accurate
risk analysis, and intelligent and proactive risk
reporting. ITRM plays an important role in
saving costs, increasing response speed, and
creating business opportunities, in addition to
protecting value.
A program for introducing automation to ITRM starts with answering the
following questions:
1)

Do we have the data we need—and know where to find it?

2)

How do we develop and maintain or evolve IT risk analytics?

3)

Do we have the visualization tools necessary for enhanced reporting?

4)

Who is going to use the output, and to what end?

A KRI model helps focus what is reported, even more so when there are data
and analytics solutions to assist automating the process.*

“Many companies are
investing in building
data lakes. From an
ITRM standpoint,
we must also be
concerned with their
security and integrity
to support effective
measurement and
reporting.”
—ITRM Share Forum
participant

Most forum participants said they gather
data for IT risk reporting through standard
processes—albeit with rigorous techniques
on a periodic basis. That’s better than the 50
percent of ITRM survey respondents across
all industries who gather IT risk data through
ad hoc inquires and informal activities; only
18 percent use live risk data with automated
capabilities.*

*

Disruptions is the new norm: Emerging tech risk survey report, KPMG
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Leverage four key attributes for intelligent risk reporting
Fail-safe is not just a mechanical issue anymore.
Risk reporting should do more than inform; rather, it should reduce the burden
on the business, enhance the quality of IT risk information, and enable smart
and timely decision making.
With intelligent automation, reporting enables prioritization of risk management
resources, delivering operations that align with a company’s risk appetite.
Consistent reporting, leveraging trusted data and utilizing established analytics
and routines for a streamlined process, puts important information in the hands
of an aligned stakeholder group.

Four key attributes for intelligent risk reporting

The chief
information
officer’s role in
ITRM: One CIO’s
experience
By embracing risk management,
the CIO is in a unique position to
help the business gain insights and
“see around the corner.”
However, it’s a challenge to
influence thinking and collaborate
across the organization. In one
company, the CIO is able to
organize representatives from
across company disciplines,
from R&D and engineering, to
operations, procurement, and
quality. In the process of breaking
down siloes, the organization is
identifying and managing new
risks, such as those created by
shadow IT.

Data
Inspires trust of users

Automation
Efficient analysis and
compilation

The CIO also is embracing what
he calls “coopetition,” partnering
with other organizations—some
previously viewed as competitors—
to develop and take to market new
ideas. These innovations require
balancing digital innovation with
digital risk.
With new technologies, “our risk
profile is going up,” according
to the CIO. “But with risk is
opportunity.”

Decision rights
Managing risk, value
protection, and making
decisions

Presentation
Common format across
scalable and easy-to-use
offering
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Find consistency across the organization
Intelligent risk reporting provides a basis for review at the board and executive
team levels, each challenged to interpret the risk situation and support
consensus decision making.
Reporting commonality across the three lines of defense and other key
stakeholders is important and starts with identifying what to report, how to
report it, and what’s important to the stakeholders. Still, because reports from
the various risk management functions can look quite different, data gathering,
analysis, and reporting should lean on a common risk vernacular for greater
efficiency and impact.

The greatest enabler and accelerator in the
ITRM function is the ability to integrate with
IT and business functions, according to forum
participants. In fact, most said that they are
investing or plan to invest in IT and business
integration over the next year.
As IT takes on more and more risk exposure, it is important to reduce
the noise and instead use well-reasoned criteria to filter data for better
calculated decisions. A good risk reporting program will enable ITRM to
manage forward-looking risks and allow the organization to confidently
embrace new technology.
Apply new technologies to the ITRM function
Not only should ITRM professionals provide risk insights to help their
companies take advantage of new technologies, but the ITRM function itself
also has an opportunity to put some of that same innovation to work.
Predictive KRIs leverage data, such as assurance exceptions and problem
management software reports over time, to find patterns that can help identify
problems before they occur. Indeed, companies are increasingly using new
technology tools in the KRI management process to be more forward-looking.
In the near term, ITRM professionals will increasingly use innovation to
become even more predictive and less reactive, gathering more detailed
information from the field, crunching the numbers at faster and faster speeds,
and leveraging D&A for early indicators of control risk.

Approximately half of the energy ITRM
forum’s participants said they don’t use any
data analytics tools to develop predictive risk
indicators at all, while the other half use Excel
and other common tools. That compares to 80
percent of ITRM functions across all industries
who use third-party tools, and 67 percent who
use or also deploy common tools.
18 Managing agility and disruption in the energy industry
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New technologies allow ITRM operations to leverage even more data to
measure risk management performance

Better risk
predictability

Artificial
intelligence (AI)

Real-time risk
identification

Control results

More data

D&A
More
computing
power

Risk reports

Robotic process
automation
(RPA)

Risk appetite, ITRM
strategy, and control
improvement
Disruptive tech
adoption
(IoT, mobile, etc.)
More risk
exposure

Migrate
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Summary
The ITRM discipline is constantly evolving, and forum
participants shared thoughts on the many technology,
regulatory, and industry shifts coming in the next few
years.
As companies across the energy industry continue to
leverage technology for competitive advantage, the ITRM
function must adjust for technology adoption while at the
same time introduce new technologies and methods for
more accurately and efficiently managing related risks.
An effective ITRM framework proactively mitigates and
predicts IT risk, enables IT investment through riskinformed insights, and speeds the path to value capture
for the company. Collaboration among stakeholders
across the lines of defense, KRIs tied to risk appetite and
business objectives, and automated risk reporting are key
components in building the ITRM framework.
With a reliable and agile ITRM function in place, energy
companies can comfortably embrace the emerging
technologies necessary to help them thrive in the age of
disruption.
How KPMG can help
We work closely with energy companies to implement
integrated ITRM strategies and frameworks that leverage
ITRM as a tool for embracing technological disruption,
in addition to improving ITRM’s role in protecting the
enterprise. We assist energy companies across the value
chain, including global integrated oil and gas companies
and independent producers, power generators and
diversified utilities, and the variety of energy services firms.
Our services are backed by industry-leading methodologies
and tools, and our experienced professionals have strategic
and technical know-how to help organizations transform
risk management from cost center to value creator.
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Contact us
Joshua Galvan 		
KPMG Principal			
T: 713-319-2082
E: jgalvan@kpmg.com
Joshua brings nearly 20 years of experience
helping companies assess, assure, and
enhance technologies, operations, and risk
management capabilities. He has led clients
through programs to improve IT governance, performance,
and integration, deriving increased value from process
frameworks, IT systems, organizational structures, and
sourcing relationships.
Chris McDonald
KPMG Managing Director
T: 713-319-2586
E: crmcdonald@kpmg.com
Chris has more than 13 years of experience
and has led audits of information systems,
including network security, application
reviews, business process reviews, change management,
program development, and computer operations. In
addition, he is skilled in assessing information security
issues and designing IT risk and governance programs.
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KPMG Global Energy Institute
Launched in 2007, the KPMG Global Energy Institute
(GEI) is a worldwide knowledge-sharing forum on current
and emerging industry issues. This vehicle for accessing
thought leadership, events, and Webcasts about key
industry topics and trends provides a way for energy
executives to share perspectives on the challenges and
opportunities facing the energy industry, arming them with
new tools to better navigate the changes in this dynamic
arena.
To receive timely updates and insights relevant to the
energy industry, register for the Global Energy Institute at
www.kpmgglobalenergyinstitute.com.

Some or all of the services described herein may not be
permissible for KPMG audit clients and their affiliates.
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